The problem of finding subfield subcodes of generalized Reed-Solomon (GRS) codes (i.e., alternant codes) is considered. A pure linear algebraic approach is taken in order to derive message constraints that generalize the well known conjugacy constraints for cyclic GRS codes and their Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) subfield subcodes. It is shown that the presented technique can be used for finding nested subfield subcodes with increasing design distance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Generalized Reed-Solomon (GRS) codes are among the most well-researched classes of error-correcting codes. Efficient decoders up to and beyond half their minimum distance are widely available. One shortcoming of GRS codes is, that their length cannot exceed the size Q of the finite field F Q over which they are defined. It was shown by Delsarte [1] that restricting the codeword components of a GRS code to a subfield F q Ă F Q yields an alternant code as introduced by Helgert [2] , [3] . The latter include Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) [4] , Goppa [5] , and Srivastava codes as special cases. These codes are defined over the small field F q but their length is only restricted by the size Q of the big field. It is obvious that subfield subcodes can be decoded using decoders for their GRS parent code.
Our contribution in this paper is a new (up to our knowledge), purely linear algebraic approach for obtaining subfield subcodes of GRS codes via message constraints that generalize the well known conjugacy constraints for cyclic GRS codes and their BCH subfield subcodes. Moreover, we show that our approach can be used in order to find nested subfield subcodes with increasing distance. Such nested codes are important building blocks of generalized concatenated codes [6] .
II. GRS CODES AND THEIR SUBFIELD SUBCODES
Let F Q be the finite field with Q elements. For fixed positive integers n and k with k ď n ă Q, let F Q rxs ăk denote the vector space of polynomials in variable x over F Q with degree less than k.
For n-tuples A " pa 0 , . . . , a n´1 q and B " pb 0 , . . . , b n´1 q over F Q , in which the components of A are distinct and nonzero 1 , and the components of B are nonzero, the set C " pb 0 f pa 0 q, . . . , b n´1 f pa n´1: f pxq P F Q rxs ăk (
represents the codewords of a GRS code (called modified RS code in [1] ) over F Q with locators A, column multipliers B, length n, dimension k, and minimum distance d " n´k`1, (MDS property, see, e.g., [7] ). Note that f pxq " ř k´1 i"0 f i x i P F Q rxs ăk is the message polynomial, its coefficients can be chosen freely from F Q .
Several important classes of polynomial evaluation codes emerge by imposing constraints on A, B, and f pxq. Constraints on f pxq are referred to as message constraints. For example, if F Q contains a primitive nth root of unity, i.e., an element α of multiplicative order n, then a cyclic GRS code of length n is obtained from locators a i " α i and column multipliers b i " α iδ for some integer parameter δ, where i " 0, 1, . . . , n´1. Note that in this case (due to Lagrange's Theorem), n must be a divisor of Q´1, which, in particular, implies that n and Q are coprime. This is a restriction on the possible code length that depends on the field F Q .
If F q is a proper subfield of F Q (so that Q " q m for some integer m ą 1) then the set C 1 " C X F n q is called a subfield subcode of C over F q , cf. [7] . It was observed in [1] that subfield subcodes of GRS codes are in fact alternant codes as introduced in [2] , [3] .
Note that C 1 has the same block length as C, but its dimension k 1 is generally smaller than the dimension k of C. It is not generally true that the design distance d 1 of C 1 is larger than that of C, but certainly d 1 ě d. We are of course interested in the cases where d 1 ą d.
The subfield subcodes of cyclic GRS codes are the BCH codes. They can be obtained directly from (1) by choosing locators and column multipliers of a cyclic GRS code and additionally making the coefficients of the message polynomial f pxq satisfy the message constraint given by the conjugacy constraints
where π δ ris " qi`pq´1qδ mod n, which holds for canonical encoding as in (1) if and only if C Ď F n q , cf.
[8]- [10] . The message constraint restricts the possible choices of the coefficients of f pxq, which is the reason for k 1 ă k.
The choice of δ has a huge influence on the design distance d 1 of the subfield subcode. For example the F 2 -subfield subcode of the cyclic GRS code over F 64 with length n " 63, dimension k " 51, minimum distance n´k`1 " 13, and parameter δ " 0 is the BCH code with dimension k 1 " 30 and design distance d 1 " 13. Choosing δ " 24 instead results in a BCH code with dimension k 1 " 10 and design distance d 1 " 27. Both BCH subfield subcodes are as good as the best known linear codes for their respective parameters. This example is elaborated in [10] .
It is important to note that any decoding algorithm that can correct trds errors in the original F Q -code can be used to decode up to trd 1 s errors in the subfield subcode. This seemingly odd (but nevertheless true) statement is based on the fact that for every subfield subcode with designed distance d 1 of a parent code with minimum distance d we can (and explicitly will) find a suitable parent code with minimum distance d 1 , cf. Example 1. The practically most relevant example of the error correcting radius tr¨s is trxs " t px´1q {2u.
Our goal in the following two sections is to derive message polynomial constraints similar to (2) for arbitrary GRS codes, not only cyclic ones. In order to do that we have to leave the polynomial domain and deal with vectors/matrices instead.
III. TRANSLATING MODULAR POLYNOMIAL MULTIPLICATION INTO VECTOR/MATRIX DOMAIN
It is well known that for Q " q m with q ě 2 either a prime or a power of a prime and an integer m ě 1 the finite field F Q is given (up to isomorphy) by the quotient
where the monic defining polynomial ppxq P F q rxs is irreducible over F q and degrppxqs " m. W.l.o.g. we assume ppxq to be monic. The field operations`and d are given by polynomial addition and polynomial multiplication modulo ppxq, respectively. In this work, we exploit F q rxsä xppxqy -F m q , which is obtained by identifying polynomials from the quotient with their coefficient vectors (row vectors, zero-padded to length m if necessary). It is clear that polynomial addition in the quotient turns into componentwise addition in F m q . Modular polynomial multiplication upxq d vpxq " upxqvpxq mod ppxq is slightly more complicated to translate into the vector domain. It is instrumental to separate polynomial multiplication wpxq " upxqvpxq and modular reduction wpxq mod ppxq.
Polynomial multiplication coincides with discrete convolution of the coefficient vectors u, v P F m q , and it can be realized by multiplying u from the right with a Toeplitz matrix
, whose first row consists of the components of v followed by m´1 zeros. The intermediate result after multiplication is pw 0 , . . . , w m´1 , w m , . . . , w 2m´2 q " uT v , which is obviously twice as long as u and v and therefore not an element of F m q . This must be fixed by modular reduction. Modular reduction with respect to the defining polynomial ppxq " x m`ř m´1 i"0 p i x i means
This allows annihilation of the coefficients w 2m´2 , . . . , w m of wpxq " ř 2m´2 i"0 w i x i one after the other (starting from the most significant one) by subtracting
from wpxq for j " 2m´2, . . . , m (in that particular order). Note that step j can potentially update the coefficients w j´m , . . . , w j´1 of the respective intermediate result by the rule
which can be re-indexed in order to obtain
How does this translate into the vector/matrix domain? Each step annihilates the most significant coefficient of the respective intermediate result, thereby reducing the possible length of its coefficient vector by one. This means that (3) is realized by multiplication with a pj`1qˆj matrix R j over F q . Coefficients w µ , µ " 0, . . . , j´m´1, of the intermediate result remain unaffected, hence columns µ " 0, . . . , j´m´1 of R j must be µth (column) unit vectors. Columns µ " j´m, . . . , j´1 must have one in row ν " µ (corresponding to w µ in (3)),´p m´j`µ in row j (corresponding to w j in (3)), and zero everywhere else. Consequently,
R j consists of an pj´mqˆpj´mq identity matrix I j´m , a (row) unit vector e of length m and the transposed mˆm companion matrix C T rppxqs of ppxq. That is,
Steps j " 2m´2, . . . , m of modular reduction of the intermediate result uT v can be performed by multiplication (from the right) with
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Note that R is independent of the operands u and v, and can thus be precomputed.
Altogether, modular polynomial multiplication d becomes b :
With the usual vector addition`over F q as additive field operation, we havé
An element of F Q is an element of the subfield F q Ă F Q if and only if it is constant (polynomial domain) or if all its components except for the leftmost (least significant) one are zero (vector/matrix domain).
IV. MESSAGE CONSTRAINTS FOR GRS CODES
Recall that encoding of GRS codes can be accomplished by polynomial evaluation as in (1) . It is well known that the latter can be realized by multiplying the coefficient vector f of the message polynomial f pxq P F Q rxs ăk (zero-padded to length k if necessary) with a canonical generator matrix given by
where A " pa 0 , . . . , a n´1 q are the locators and B " pb 0 , . . . , b n´1 q the column multipliers of the code C. Recall that n is the length, k the dimension, and d " n´k`1 the minimum distance of C.
Proposition 1 Let s, t P N with s`t ă k or s " 0, t " k. If the coefficients f i , i P t0, . . . , s´1u Y tk´1´t, . . . , k´1u of every message polynomial f pxq are taken to be zero then the resulting codewords constitute an auxiliary GRS code C Ö with length n Ö " n, dimension k Ö " k´s´t, minimum distance d Ö " d`s`t, locators A Ö " A, and column multipliers B Ö " pb 0 a s 0 , . . . , b n´1 a s n´1 q.
The part about the most significant coefficients is easy to see: if the coefficients k´1´t, . . . , k´1 of every message polynomial are zero then the last t rows of G can be ignored and the resulting GRS code has length n, dimension k´t, and minimum distance d`t.
If additionally the s least significant coefficients of every message polynomial are zero, then the first s rows of G are superfluous. The resulting codewords can be considered as codewords from an auxiliary GRS code of length n, dimension k´s´t and minimum distance is d`s`t. The auxiliary GRS code C Ö has locators A and column multipliers pb 0 a s 0 , . . . , b n´1 a s n´1 q, i.e., its pk´s´tqˆn canonical generator matrix G Ö is exactly G with its first s and last t rows deleted. Note that both t and s can be zero.
We now ask the following question: which constraint on a message f P F k Q has to hold such that encoding leads to a codeword c " f G from the "small" vector space F n q instead of the "big" space F n Q ? Answering this question will provide us with a precise characterization of the subfield subcode C 1 " C XF n q , i.e., a generalization of the conjugacy constraints from (2) for arbitrary GRS codes (and their potentially non-BCH subfield subcodes).
Let us consider encoding with field operations in the vector/matrix domain as elaborated in Section III. Vector-matrix multiplication pc 0 , . . . , c n´1 q " f G means calculating
which, if we interpret f i and G i,j (both from F Q ) as vectors from F m q , becomes
Consequently, the generator matrix becomes
when we interpret the message f P F k Q as r f P F mk q . Now when is the codeword c " pc 0 , . . . , c n´1 q " f G from F n q ? As stated at the end of Section III this is the case if and only if all the components except for the first one of all r c j (when interpreted as a vectors from F m q ), j " 0, . . . , n´1, are zero. This can be enforced by restricting messages r f to the F q -span of a certain matrix r Γ. Let hr¨s be the function that discards the first column of a matrix. Then a basis matrix r Γ of the vector space of all r f , whose corresponding f are encoded into codewords c P F n q is given by a basis matrix of the kernel of a submatrix of r G. It can be obtained by solving the homogeneous linear system Rs 0 fi ffi ffi ffi ffi fl (5) over F q with pm´1qn equations in mk unknowns. The existence of a non-trivial solution is not guaranteed and depends on the actual choice of locators A and column multipliers B. This will be elaborated in the upcoming example. Before we start with the example let us provide the answer to our question:
interpreted as a k 1ˆk matrix over F Q . We have the following theorem:
Theorem 1 If C is a GRS code over F q m with length n, dimension k, minimum distance d, locators A " pa 0 , . . . , a n´1 q, and column multipliers B " pb 0 , . . . , b n´1 q, then its subfield subcode C 1 " C XF n q has generator matrix G 1 " ΓG P F k 1ˆn q , where Γ is obtained from the basis matrix r Γ of the solution space of (5). The dimension of C 1 is k 1 " rankrΓs and the design distance is d 1 " d Ö , where d Ö is obtained using Proposition 1.
Note that d Ö depends on the numbers s and t of leading and trailing all zero columns of Γ, respectively, which is not reflected in the Ö notation. Note further that except for Proposition 1 the approach works for linear codes in general, but no statement about an increased minimum distance of the subfield subcodes is possible in that case.
Example 1 Let C be the cyclic GRS code of length n " 7, dimension k " 5 and minimum distance d " 3 over F 2 3 (defining polynomial ppxq " x 3`x`1 , m " 3) with parameter δ " 0 (cf. Section II). The generator matrix is ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi  ffi ffi fl
where the T Gi,j R blocks are marked by dotted blue boxes and the hrT Gi,j Rs blocks by red boxes for clarity. Solving the linear system (5) yields the 4ˆp3¨5q basis matrix over F 2 . Thus, the dimension of the subfield subcode in the case δ " 0 is k 1 " rankr r Γs " 4. There are no zero columns neither on the left nor on the right of the matrix. This means that C Ö " C and consequently the design distance is d 1 " d Ö " d " 3. 
and in that case k 1 " 3. The m " 3 rightmost columns of this matrix are zero, which, when translated into polynomial domain, means that the t " t 3 {mu " 1 most significant coefficients of every message polynomial fulfilling the constraint are zero. There are no zero columns on the left (s is zero). We can apply Proposition 1 in order to obtain design distance d 1 " d Ö " 4 ě d and a suitable GRS parent code with dimension k Ö " k´1 " 4 and minimum distance d 1 .
Choosing δ " 4 gives the 1ˆp3¨5q basis matrix
and we have k 1 " 1. The 9 leftmost columns and the 5 rightmost columns are zero. Thus, we have s " t 9 {mu " 3 and t " t 5 {mu " 1 and, again using Proposition 1, design distance d 1 " d Ö " 7 ě d. A suitable GRS parent code with minimum distance d 1 is obtained by removing the s " 3 first and the t " 1 last rows from the generator matrix G of C and setting the the column multipliers to B " pb 0 a 3 0 , . . . , b 6 a 3 6 q according to Proposition 1.
Note that the fact that C is cyclic is not required for obtaining the subfield subcodes. A cyclic code was chosen for the example because tables of BCH codes are widely available for comparison, e.g. in [7] .
The example suggests using Proposition 1 in order to obtain subcodes of subfield subcodes with increasing design distance. This is subject of the following section.
V. NESTED SUBFIELD SUBCODES
Finding nested subcodes with increasing distance is conceptually simple. Nevertheless, a full algorithmic description is very technical. Due to space restrictions we can only give a coarse overview of the procedure in this section and refer to the upcoming full paper.
Consider the basis matrix r Γ P F k 1ˆm k q and, w.l.o.g., assume it is in reduced row echelon form. We are free to remove u rows from r Γ, leading (cf. Theorem 1) to dimension k 1´u . How does this affect the design distance? In the general case not at all. Consider for example r Γ from (8) and remove its first row. This reduces the dimension of the subfield subcode to k 1´1 " 2, but the design distance stays at d 1 " d Ö " 4.
Removing the row only makes the code worse. If on the other hand we remove the first row of r Γ from (7) we obtain Without doubt, the dimension becomes k 1´1 " 3. But what about the design distance? Note the block of 3 zero columns on the left! They allow us to invoke Proposition 1 in order to get an auxiliary code C Ö with d Ö " d`t 3 {mu " 4, increasing the design distance to d 1 " 4. The striking property of this code is, that it is a true subcode of C 1 and that its design distance is larger than that of C 1 .
In order to find all nested subfield subcodes for given locators and column multipliers, we have to start with the largest possible GRS code, namely the trivial one with dimension k " n and minimum distance d " 1.
Example 2 Let C be the cyclic GRS code of length n " 7, dimension k " 7 and minimum distance d " 1 over F 2 3 (defining polynomial ppxq " x 3`x`1 , m " 3) with parameter δ " 0 (cf. Section II). Solving the linear system (5) yields the 7ˆp3¨7q basis matrix shown in (10) . The resulting subfield subcode has dimension k 1 " 7 and design distance d 1 " d " 1. With reference to Proposition 1, leading and trailing groups of m " 3 zeros in each row are separated from the center of the matrix by an s and t trajectory, respectively. Removing the last three rows results in the two nested codes from the beginning of this section (dimension 4, design distance 3 and dimension 3, design distance 4, respectively. Removing the first four rows results in a subfield subcode with k 1 " 3 and design distance d 1 " 4.
In general, the procedure for finding nested subcodes with increasing design distance for arbitrary but fixed locators A and column multipliers B can be outlined as follows.
(1) Calculate r Γ for the GRS code with k " n. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Constructing BCH codes (subcodes of cyclic GRS codes) based on minimal polynomials and calculating their design distance based on consecutive zeros in their generator polynomials is textbook knowledge. We provided a more general approach, which can deal with arbitrary GRS codes and their alternant subfield subcodes. Our approach requires nothing else than linear algebra over finite fields, which we believe is an advantage in its own right.
Searching for "good" nested subfield subcodes is particularly simple using an algorithm based on the s and t trajectories from Section V. An upcoming paper will provide tables of such codes for practically relevant code parameters.
Even though we restricted ourselves to cyclic GRS codes and canonical generator matrices in the examples (since the resulting codes are well known), this is not a restriction of the approach itself. It can also be applied to, e.g., systematic generator matrices and we can hope for finding nested subfield subcodes with systematic encoders that way.
One track of ongoing research is further generalization wrt. the representation of F Q , another one is applying the approach to locally recoverable (LRC) codes, which can also be interpreted as GRS codes with message constraints [11] . 
